Julian Bond to Geneseo

Julian Bond is being brought to Geneseo through the action of Student Senate. The Columbia Music Ensemble is contributing to the cost of the trip. Mr. Bond, the former student leader of the Georgia Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee, is the outstanding achievement in the field that he is to the Negro to have had to date placed in position as a major political party for the vice-presidential selection.

Mr. Bond's interest in politics began in 1960 at Morehouse College in Atlanta, Georgia where he was a student. He formed the Columbia committee for the vice-presidential selection.

In April, 1960, Bond helped to found the Student Non-Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC). That summer, he joined the staff of the new formed Atlanta weekly Negro newspaper, "The Atlanta Inquirer," as a reporter and feature writer. He later became managing editor.
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Karate Class
Offered at Central Branch Y.M.C.A.

by James D. Herman
The Rochester Central Branch Y.M.C.A. will conduct three 10-week beginner karate courses open to men 16 years of age and up. The fall course will be from October 17 to December 23, 1968. The winter course will be from January 7 to March 11, 1969, and the spring course from April 8 to June 11, 1969. The program is open to Y.M.C.A. members and non-members of the Y.M.C.A.

Mr. Frank Collins will be the instructor. Frank Collins served in Korea with the Army during the war. He received his first Dan Black Belt last year.

For additional information, contact the Physical Education Department of the Central Branch, telephone 235-2810.

E. W. Edwards & Son

BUDGET STORES
DOWNTOWN AND PITTSFORD

WHITE WALLS, LIKE NEW
Convertible, 4 speed, am/fm radio, whitewalls.

140 other Edwin Clapp shoes

*$3798

E. W. Edwards & Son

BUDGET STORES
DOWNTOWN AND PITTSFORD

GET REAL ADERICAN
7-UP your thirst away

$1319

H. R. Wheeler

MILLS

With an appraisal and demonstration driven or purchase
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By brock away from $33

*46 GTO

Detroit wheels, whitewalls.
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$1598
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Detroit wheels, whitewalls.
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$2098
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Detroit wheels, whitewalls.

*46 GTO

$2298

*47 GTO

low mileage, clean, original, without any rust
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low mileage, clean, original, without any rust

*47 GTO
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*48 GTO

$3198

*48 CHARGER
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Ralph Pontiac

570-436

W. MAIN ST.

232-2328

THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS VOICE

Black Is Beautiful

We Deliver Call 454-3903

Cork 'n Bottle Liquor Store

Downtown

Free Parking

86 CHESTNUT ST. DISCOUNT PRICES

Adventurer II

Bold new look in fashion with a Turtle neck top
Some, contributed in center of every church! A real and handsome looking top with buttons and the way the neck looks too!

Edwin Clapp SHOES

140

other Edwin Clapp shoes

from $23

Sara Tre Ror Time Piero A

W. MAIN ST.

DEMONSTRATION PURCHASE!

Drive or Appraisal and evaluation.
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Business Aid to Education Called Urgently Needed

Elders in the Education and Industrial Technology programs have found that the use of industrial technology can play a significant role in the search for solutions to these problems.

Kodak has special

The Army and Navy

Kodak has created some elements of the urban circuit problem by test- ing special training programs for people who could not qualify for regu- lar or older-look jobs. This crucial role of Kodak in the education and industrial technology is beginning to make

Kodak has been at the forefront of education and industrial technology for many years. It is a major player in developing new ways to train people for jobs that are in demand.

THE FREDERICK DOUGLASS VOICE

HERE'S HOWE

Gordon A. Howe, Jr., Republican candidate for School Commissioner, has joined hands before 10,000 James Brown fans at the Community War Memorial where Howe presented the famous entertainer with a plaque.

Howe said, "Brown is a very tal- ented performer who con- tinues to perform with a sense of humor and a bit of showmanship that covers many aspects of his performance."

DO YOU KNOW YOUR BLACK HISTORY?

ELECT... GORDON HOWE, II WILL NOT TAKE YOU FOR GRANTED

PULL DOWN LEVER # 5 A.

Marine Midland

Solid Five Opportunity

Now, $250 opens a Solid Five time deposit account, and we pay you top dollar. 5% interest, computed daily, compounded quarterly, and paid quarterly.

CONGRATULATIONS - A GREAT SCHOOL

IS NAMED AFTER A GREAT MAN
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Black Businesses, Doing Business Exclusively with Black Businessmen...

There is a sizable group of Black businessmen who are doing business exclusively with other Black businessmen. This is not only because they believe in the philosophy of the Black Business Movement, but because they are faced with discriminatory practices by other firms. These businessmen recognize the need for self-reliance and the importance of Black economic development.

By BILL O'BRIEN

There is a vast amount of underdevelopment in areas which are dominated by the so-called "Establishment." These areas are often referred to as "inner-city" or "underdeveloped" areas.

Rice's theory is that Negroes who need a slice of that action, not crumbs from the table — "it would be an essential Negro initiative that is trying to become part of the American mainstream, that's all."